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Lesson Study as Mediation in Chinese Teachers’ Enactment of Curriculum Reform

by Xiangming Chen

In this keynote speech, I will introduce how Chinese teachers use lesson study as a mediating tool in their joint efforts to understand, reframe and enact the current national curriculum initiated top-down from the Ministry of Education. Through case studies of some typical examples, I aim to reveal how the meanings of the national curriculum reform have changed in its transmission from the outside authoritative mandate to the local school practice by way of teachers’ lesson study. Due to the marked differences between the professional reform discourse and the teachers’ own native discourse, the meanings of the reform tend to look “alien” to school teachers from the outset. In order to make sense out of the reform, school teachers make use of lesson study activities such as public lessons, relay of research lessons, group discussion, memo writing and action research, to deal with the “problems” that occur in their practice. Through active engagement in dialogue with each other, teachers come to a temporary consensus about the meanings of the reform that is understandable and acceptable to them as well as to the complex socio-cultural context in Chinese schools.

The unit of analysis of the case studies introduced in this speech is the lesson study cycle, and the focus is placed on teachers’ discourse as representation of their understanding and enactment of the reform. By analyzing the transformation of their discourse in the lesson study activities, my research attempts to reveal teachers’ practical knowledge as well as their meaning-making mechanism embodied in their actions and embedded in their practice. It is hoped that a deeper appreciation of teachers’ native discourse as revealed in such social and situated learning activities as lesson study can shed light on a more accurate understanding about how teachers learn and grow in the times of reform.